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Selection by progressive refinement allows the accurate acquisition of targets with small
visual sizes while keeping the required precision of the task low. Using the eyes as a means
to perform 3D selections is naturally hindered by the low accuracy of eye movements. To
account for this low accuracy, we propose to use the concept of progressive refinement to
allow accurate 3D selection. We designed a novel eye tracking selection technique with
progressive refinement–Eye-controlled Sphere-casting refined by QUAD-menu
(EyeSQUAD). We propose an approximation method to stabilize the calculated point-
of-regard and a space partitioning method to improve computation. We evaluated the
performance of EyeSQUAD in comparison to two previous selection techniques–ray-
casting and SQUAD–under different target size and distractor density conditions. Results
show that EyeSQUAD outperforms previous eye tracking-based selection techniques, is
more accurate and can achieve similar selection speed as ray-casting, and is less accurate
and slower than SQUAD. We discuss implications of designing eye tracking-based
progressive refinement interaction techniques and provide a potential solution for
multimodal user interfaces with eye tracking.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Interaction techniques in immersive virtual environments are essential means to offer the ability for
users to affect the virtual scene and improve the experience. Object manipulation is a very common
class of 3D interaction techniques which consists of several subtasks such as positioning, rotation and
scaling (LaViola et al., 2017). As one of the most basic tasks, selection requires users to perform a
“target acquisition task” (LaViola et al., 2017). Without selection techniques, virtual contents are
impossible to be manipulated in the first place.

Ray-casting (Mine, 1995) is one of the most commonly used selection techniques in virtual reality
(VR) due to its ease of implementation and use. With ray-casting, a ray is cast into the environment,
and the object hit by the ray is selected when the user presses a button. It is easy to learn as well as easy
to perform. However, ray-casting becomes inefficient when targets are small or remote due to their
small visual size (Poupyrev et al., 1998; Kopper et al., 2010). Researchers have presented many
possible solutions and new techniques in order to solve the precision issues of ray-casting (De Haan
et al., 2005; Frees et al., 2007; Vanacken et al., 2007; Kopper et al., 2011).

In some edge situations, for example, in a cluttered virtual environment, even improvements to
traditional ray-casting may not be sufficient, as targets may be too many, too small or too occluded to
allow usable immediate interaction. Kopper et al. (2011) proposed to address these cases with the
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concept of selection by progressive refinement. Contrary to
direct selection, performing selection by progressive refinement
breaks down the task into multiple refinement steps, where
each step does not require high precision and reduces the set
of selectable targets, effectively allowing accurate, but low
precision selection.

With the availability of built-in eye tracking on consumer
head-mounted displays, leveraging its potential for improving
interaction techniques is a logical step. However, eye movements
are not always consistent with the focus of attention but occur in
rapid movements known as saccades (Robinson, 1964), often not
leading to predictable results (Findlay, 1982). This nature of eye
movements have caused previous attempts at using the eyes as a
means to control VR interaction unsuccessful (Cournia et al.,
2003; Smith and Graham, 2006).

In this work, we leverage the low accuracy required by
progressive refinement techniques and apply it in a
multimodal eye tracking-based 3D selection technique, called
Eye-controlled Sphere-casting followed by QUAD-menu
(EyeSQUAD). With EyeSQUAD, users first roughly select a
set of objects in the vicinity of the target with a selection
sphere whose center is determined by the eye movements. We
used an approximation method to stabilize the point-of-regard
calculated from the eye ray data. After that, similar to SQUAD,
the initial objects selected by the selection sphere are evenly and
randomly distributed on a quad-menu which consists of four
quadrants. The refinements are achieved by gazing in the
direction of the quadrant containing the target object. In our
current implementation, each refinement phase is triggered by a
button press. Similar to SQUAD, EyeSQUAD presents the
tradeoff between speed and accuracy. In highly cluttered
environments, using a direct eye-gaze based technique would
lead to very low accuracy. On the other hand, multiple
refinements increase the selection time, while maintaining the
accuracy high. We also note that EyeSQUAD scales quite well,
allowing the reduction of 1,024 candidate objects into a single
target in only five refinement phases (Kopper et al., 2011).

Importantly, usable interaction through eye-tracking can serve
as a viable assistive interface to allow users with low large muscle
group mobility to achieve a high quality experience when
interacting in VR environments. We believe that designers
should strive for universal usability in every type of user
interface. Due to the nature of spatial input in VR, this is
especially challenging, and our proposed solution of
progressively refined eye tracking-based 3D selection is a step
towards universal access for VR interfaces.

In the remainder of the paper, we review previous high
precision hand-based selection techniques, provide a
background on eye-tracking-based research in human-
computer interaction, cover research on eye-tracking as an
assistive interface and finally discuss other uses of eye tracking
in VR. We then present EyeSQUAD, the eye-tracking based
selection technique we have developed and discuss technical
aspects of its implementation, such as calculating the nearest
target and partitioning the selection space. We then describe the
user study we conducted to evaluate EyeSQUAD, followed by the
description of the results. The paper continues with a discussion

of the results, followed by a list of the limitations in our work and
we end by presenting the conclusions of our work and future
research directions.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we cover research related to our work, in terms of
its motivation and related techniques. One of the main goals of
EyeSQUAD is to offer high precision selection with low required
accuracy, and we cover related research on section 2.1. The goal
of EyeSQUAD is to offer a high usability human-computer
interaction technique that uses eye tracking, and we cover
related research on section 2.2. Additionally, one of the
applications of EyeSQUAD is to allow users with upper limb
mobility impairments to successfully interact in Virtual Reality;
thus, we cover related literature on eye tracking in assistive
technologies in section 2.3. Finally, we cover related literature
on virtual reality eye-tracking-based techniques and contrast it
with EyeSQUAD on section 2.4.

2.1 High-Precision Hand-Based Selection
Techniques
Many researchers have addressed solutions and proposed
techniques to solve precision issues with ray-casting.

Frees et al. (2007) designed the Precise and Rapid Interaction
through Scaled Manipulation (PRISM) interaction technique that
can improve the accuracy and precision of standard ray-casting
by changing the control/display ratio with respect to hand speed.
Vanacken et al. (2007) presented the depth ray and 3D bubble
cursor techniques that can select even invisible targets occluded
by other objects. The IntenSelect technique by De Haan et al.
(2005), a revised version of ray-casting, is combined with a
dynamic rating system for all objects in the environment
which can dynamically generate a banded ray between the
highest score target and the controller.

Kopper et al. (2011) introduced a new concept of selection by
progressive refinement. Here, a set of objects that contains the
target is coarsely selected and then low precision refine steps are
done until only the target remains. Based on this concept, the
authors designed the sphere-casting refined by quad-menu
(SQUAD) selection technique for selection in cluttered
environments. The user first selects a set of objects in the
environment with a selection sphere; in the subsequent steps,
the objects contained in the initial sphere are evenly distributed
and refined through coarse selection of a quadrant in an out-of-
context quad-menu. SQUAD outperforms ray-casting in speed
when targets are small and leads to virtually no errors.

All the selection techniques mentioned above depend on
hand interaction. Eye tracking has been described as “an
attractive input for VR” (Pfeiffer, 2008). Selection with eye
movements can be more intuitive and faster than hand-based
selection as eye fixation at the target is a prerequisite for these
previous selection techniques. Thus, implementing eye tracking
could potentially save selection time and provide a more
intuitive experience.
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2.2 Eye Tracking in Human-Computer
Interaction
Eye tracking applications are categorized as diagnostic and
interactive depending on whether eye tracking is regarded as
an input or analytical tool (Duchowski, 2007). Interactive eye
tracking techniques can be further categorized into selective and
gaze-contingent subtypes (Duchowski, 2007). Selective type of
eye tracking techniques, as the main focus in our work presented
here, replace usual inputs such as mouse and controller with the
point-of-regard. Gaze-contingent eye tracking applications utilize
the gaze data to improve the quality of display rendering with
techniques such as foveated rendering (Guenter et al., 2012;
Patney et al., 2016).

The “Midas Touch” problem is one of the main issues with
control by eye movements (Jacob and Karn, 2009). It is
characterized by the uncertainty on whether there is intention
to activate or just look at an object. In our implementation, we
avoid the “Midas Touch” by using an explicit command (a button
click) to trigger the action.

Eye tracking technology is widely used in a broad variety of
disciplines such as neuroscience (Khushaba et al., 2013),
psychology (Iacono et al., 1982), marketing/advertising (Wedel
and Pieters, 2008) and human factors (Dishart and Land, 1998),
providing objective diagnostic evidence. Eye Movements can also
be utilized in usability research, where Jacob and Karn (2009)
described their use as “rising from the ashes” rather than “taking
off like wildfire”. They noted that eye tracking had been impeded
from being widely implemented due to technical problems in
usability studies, labor-intensive data extraction and difficulties in
data interpretation. With new displays that incorporate eye
tracking technology, such as the FOVE (FOVE, 2018), along
with new systems and toolkits to process eye-tracking data, such
as PyGaze (Dalmaijer et al., 2014), these technical challenges have
been reduced.

However, directly implementing eye tracking as a human-
computer interaction input method is still challenging because
even current technology cannot ensure a robust performance of
both tracking and calculation of correct point-of-regard without
constant re-calibration, especially with head-mounted eye-
tracking systems (Fuhl et al., 2016). Due to these limitations,
progressive refinement seems like a viable choice to achieve high
quality eye tracking-based interaction.

2.3 Eye Tracking in Assistive Technologies
Eye tracking has been applied as an assistive technology for the
physically disabled. Dv et al. (2018) proposed a gaze-controlled
interface (GCI) for individuals with physical impairment, and
found that selection time can be significantly reduced by a GCI
task in pointing and selection tasks as compared to traditional
hand-based input. However, their GCI activates the selection by
gazing at a button and waiting for a period of time which can
potentially increase significant selection time, and also is subject
to “Midas Touch” artifacts. Meena et al. (2016, 2017) proposed a
solution to this problem through a soft-switch. They designed
multimodal graphical user interfaces (GUIs) to control a power
wheelchair (Meena et al., 2017) and a virtual keyboard (Meena

et al., 2016) using a touch pad as a soft switch that adresses the
“Midas Touch” problem. In both the wheelchair and virtual
keyboard studies, the eye-tracker combined with a soft-switch
control outperformed the eye-tracker only technique. In our
implementation, we address this issue by employing a finger
trigger button that can be replaced by other types of input in
future implementations.

Although eye tracking for assistive interfaces has been proven
feasible and useful in previous work, it can also be frustrating if it
is not carefully designed. For example, Creed (2016) leveraged the
Tobii EyeX tracker for assisting disabled artists. In his
experiments, users were asked to perform four 2D tasks
including selection with eye tracking. Even though the results
of this effort were mixed, and the user experience was frustrating
at times, we can derive important insight from these low usability
experiences. The high precision required due to high cursor
sensitivity can lead to severe usability issues for direct gaze-
based control. Significant physical issues such as eye strain,
head tension and tiredness were reported due to the high
precision required by the tasks. For this reason, narrowing
down the precision requirement of eye tracking techniques is
necessary for a comfortable and usable experience of a gaze-based
interaction technique. Progressive refinement can be a promising
solution which can break a high precision demanding task into
several low precision subtasks. In easy tasks, eye tracking
techniques can even outperform manual techniques (Meena
et al., 2017; DV et al., 2018).

2.4 Eye Tracking Techniques in Virtual
Reality
Control by eye movement can be implemented in VR as virtual
environments usually contain far-away objects spread out in a
large three-dimensional space (Poole and Ball, 2006), making
them easily switched with saccadic eye movements.

Tanriverdi and Jacob (2000) designed an eye tracking
navigation technique and evaluated its on spatial memory
compared with a hand-pointing technique. In this study,
targets were salient, large and relatively close to the user, and
the hand-based pointing technique utilized the same selection
mechanism as the eye gaze variant. They found that eye tracking
could be faster than the hand-pointing technique especially in
distant virtual environments although hand-pointing yielded
better spatial memory. Their study showed that interaction
with eye movements can be feasible even with relatively low
accuracy eye tracking hardware.

Pfeiffer (2008) tested the precision of an eye tracker in a
CAVE-type VR system. They achieved a precision of about 1°

horizontally and 2° vertically. This level of precision is sufficient
for selection of large targets, but it is not sufficient in situations
where targets have small visual sizes (Kopper et al., 2011). In such
situations, strategies to overcome the precision limitations of
gaze-based control should be studied.

Miniotas et al. (2004) coupled the idea of expanding targets
with an eye-based selection technique. With the benefit of a
“grab-and-hold” algorithm, they achieved a 9.9% error rate. The
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algorithm has reduced 57% error rates from pure eye selection in
their experiments.

Ashmore et al. (2005) utilized a fisheye lens to perform
pointing and selection with eyes with different interaction
styles (i.e., “MAGIC” (Zhai et al., 1999) and the “grab-and-
hold” (Miniotas and Špakov, 2004) styles). Their study shows
the technique with MAGIC style has the best performance on
speed (3.359 s) and accuracy (18% abort rate and average 14.26
pixels deviation from center of the target).

Kumar et al. (2007) presented an eye tracking selection
technique called EyePoint with a look-press-look-release
pattern by using eye gaze and keyboard triggers, taking
advantage of progressive refinement to compensate the
accuracy of the eye trackers. Their work proved combining
progressive refinement with eye tracking for virtual selection is
practical although its error rate was non negligible (13%).

Pfeuffer et al. (2017) designed a gaze + pinch interaction
technique that supports unimanual/bimanual and single/two
objects. They conducted an informal evaluation on the
technique under four interesting application cases (e.g.
building molecules, zooming gallery) and collected qualitative
user feedback. Feedback shows users were generally positive
about the technique. However, users did encounter the “Midas
Touch” problem and the usability of the technique was harmed by
the accuracy and stability of the hand and eye tracking.

Piumsomboon et al. (2017) presented three novel eye-gaze-
based interaction techniques: 1) Duo-reticles, represents current
eye-gaze position and a near past moving-average gaze location
with two reticles, and achieves the selection when the two reticles
align; 2) Radial pursuit, hits an object with eye-gaze reticle,
expands all objects within a selection sphere, and pursues the
target object; 3) Nod and roll–combining head gestures with eye
gaze, prevents influence of head nodding on eye fixation with
benefit of vestibulo-ocular reflex. The authors conducted an
initial user study for the first two techniques with a small
sample size and found the performance of the two techniques
are similar to Gaze-Dwell (Majaranta et al., 2009).

Khamis et al. (2018) combined the concept of pursuits with an
eye tracking selection technique which finds the target whose
movement correlates most with eye movements with comparison
between eye movements and the movements of targets in the
virtual environment. Their user study showed 79% as the highest
accuracy.

Sidenmark et al. (2020) Proposed a gaze-based selection
technique that allow the selection of partially occluded objects
in virtual environments. They leverage the human ability to
achieve smooth eye movements during pursuit of objects by
animating the rendering of the object outline during the
selection process. Although the technique had high selection
time and error rates as compared to a hand-based equivalent
technique, it required fewer movements than standard ray-
casting in highly occluded conditions. The gaze-based Outline
Pursuit technique addresses the issue of occlusion, but it is not
appropriate for highly cluttered environments, which would
make the selection of candidate objects unfeasible.

Recently, there has been intense research activity involving the
use of eye-tracking in virtual reality. Pfeuffer et al. (2020)

evaluated the use of gaze for the selection of menu items in
virtual environments. By nature, menus consist of few and
uncluttered items, near the user sight. Sidenmark and
Gellersen (2019) looked at head and gaze coordination on
selection of targets 4° in diameter in a circular display. There
have been also research on the use of eye gaze in social VR settings
(Rivu et al., 2020, e.g.), determining behavior (e.g., Pfeuffer et al.,
2019) and for selection of tools through a see-though interface
(Mardanbegi et al., 2019).

Prior work discussed the design and evaluation of four eye-
gaze-based selection techniques, combining aspects of
progressive refinement selection with eye tracking (Stellmach
and Dachselt, 2012). In this work, the authors propose a set of
techniques that use gaze as the coarse indicator of selection
region, and the refinement is done by a manual action. Their
work shows that performance is improved over simple gaze
cursor control, and they did not evaluate the technique on
highly cluttered environments.

Even though there has recently been intense research on eye-
tracking based selection for virtual environments, we failed to
identify an eye-gaze technique that achieves high accuracy in 3D
cluttered environments. We achieve this with EyeSQUAD, whose
design is detailed in the following section.

3 EyeSQUAD SELECTION

We designed a novel selection technique with eye tracking–Eye-
controlled Sphere-casting refined by QUAD-menu
(EyeSQUAD). EyeSQUAD combines eye tracking with
SQUAD, a hand-based progressive refinement selection
technique proposed by Kopper et al. (2011). Selection with
Progressive refinement is an indirect method of selection
which allows users to first select a set of objects including the
target and then reduce the number of selectable objects through
step-by-step refinements until only the target remains. As with
the original SQUAD technique, EyeSQUAD is divided into two
subtasks: sphere-casting and quad-menu refinement.

Sphere-casting For the sphere-casting subtask, rather than
casting a sphere by a controller, EyeSQUAD allows the user to
control the selection sphere with eyes by calculating the
convergence point from the user’s eye ray data. We set the
diameter of the selection sphere to be 26.3° which is consistent
with the angular size of the selection bubble in SQUAD. The size
of selection sphere is visually constant to prevent the sphere from
being too small or oversized when it is far away or too close. The
objects inside of the selection sphere will be chosen as the initial
set of objects that need to be further refined when user performs
the initial selection (Figure 1).

QUAD-menu Refinements Once the sphere-casting selection
has been triggered, the set of objects inside it are evenly and
randomly distributed on an out-of-context quad-menu
(Figure 1). Users then refine the set of selectable objects by
gazing in the direction of the quadrant that contains the target
and trigger the selection again. The objects on that quadrant will
be distributed again across the quad-menu (Figure 1), reducing
the number of total candidate objects by a factor of approximately
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4. This process progressively refines the set of candidate objects
until the only object in a quadrant is the target. Once the task is
completed, the user is transferred back to the original scene
(Figure 1).

Triggering Mechanism In order to avoid “Midas Touch”
artifacts, the refinement triggers are activated by the
depression of a button in an HTC Vive controller. Our focus
with EyeSQUAD is in the quality of the eye-based pointing
performance, and we leave to future work the investigation of
hands-free triggering mechanisms.

3.1 Closest Target Approximation
We developed a “closest target approximation” method to
stabilize the calculated point-of-regard. Instead of directly

controlling the selection sphere by the calculated convergence
point, the selection sphere always moves to the closest target
in the environment which is determined by calculating the
minimum summation of the distance from the target to the
two eye rays. This approximation of constraining the selection
sphere center to the nearest object reduces jitter and ensures that
at least one potential target is contained by it.

As shown in Figure 2, we suppose the positions of the left and
right eyes in the environment are respectively Ml{xl, yl, zl} and,
while the directions of two eyes are respectively Sl{αl, βl, cl} and
Sr{αr , βr, cr}. The position of a certain object i in the environment
is written as MOi{xi, yi, zi}.

MOiMl � {xi − xl, yi − yl, zi − zl} (1)

MOiMl × Sl �

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

i
→

j
→

k
→

xi − xl yi − yl zi − zl
αl βl cl

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(2)

FIGURE 1 | EyeSQUAD selection process (monocular view): 1. main scene (red dot: target, blue dot: distractor), 2. first QUAD-menu progressive refinement, 3.
later QUAD-menu progressive refinement(s), 4. back to the original scene.

FIGURE 2 | Schematic of the closest target approximation method.

FIGURE 3 | Schematic of the space partition method.
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We then calculate the distance from the object i to the left eye ray,

dOi ,l �

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣MOiMl × Sl

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Sl

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(3)

Similarly, for the distance from the object i to the right eye ray.
We now sum the distances from object i to two eye rays.

dOi ,sum � dOi ,l + dOi ,r �

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣MOiMl × Sl

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Sl

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

+

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣MOiMr × Sr

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Sr

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(4)

Finally, we find the closest target by

t � argmin
i ∈ {1,/,n}

(dOi ,sum) (5)

The calculated point-of-regard is the position of the closest object
MOt{xt , yt , zt}. The sphere will always move to closest target with a
constant speed of 6 m/s. Since the movements of eyes are saccadic
(Deubel and Schneider, 1996), we decided to have a continuous
motion rather than instant transform to the calculated closest
target to ensure a visually smooth motion of the sphere.

3.2 Space Partition
In order to save computational time and optimize the closest
target approximation algorithm, we partition the space (Figure 3)
with regards to the magnitude of target positions in the
environment using octrees (Meagher, 1980). We then find the
closest center of a partitioned part that contains targets (e.g., C1 in
Figure 3). Empty parts are just ignored.

We only apply the closest target approximation method in the
part nearest to the eye rays. If the size of space is small enough
(10− 3 m3 in our study), the method returns the position
calculated from the closest target approximation which will be
regarded as the current calculated point-of-regard. Otherwise, the
method will partition the space C into several parts (8 parts in our
study). Then, by regarding the centers of those partitioned parts
as the objects (e.g., C1 to C8 in Figure 3), a closest partitioned
part (e.g. C1) can be obtained with the closest target
approximation method, which will be used as the input to
recursively call this space partition algorithm. Thus, the whole
space can be partitioned into smaller parts until it finally finds the
closest target. All objects being static, pre-processing provided
constant time accessing the objects within a specific small space.
This way, time complexity was improved to the order of O(logN)
assuming evenly distributed objects in the space.

4 METHODS

4.1 Experimental Design
We evaluated the performance of EyeSQUAD and compared it to
ray-casting (Mine, 1995) and to SQUAD (Kopper et al., 2011) for
a selection task–acquisition of a target surrounded by several
distractors in a virtual environment. The size of these objects and
density of the distractors vary across different conditions in the
experiment.

4.1.1 Goals and Hypotheses
The purpose of the experiment was to determine the tradeoffs
between EyeSQUAD and two other previous selection
techniques–ray-casting and SQUAD. Ray-casting only requires a
single but accurate selection while SQUAD and EyeSQUAD allow
the user to select with little precision in each step but requires several
steps. We estimated that EyeSQUAD would enhance accuracy and
speed of SQUAD as selection with the eyes do not require large
muscle groups engagement and could be performed faster.

This study aimed to answer two research questions:

1) Can EyeSQUAD outperform previous selection techniques
such as ray-casting and SQUAD?

2) Will target size or distractor density have influence on the
performance of selection techniques?

With the consideration of the tradeoffs and the research
questions, we hypothesized that.

H1) The time of selecting a target with SQUAD or EyeSQUAD
will not be affected by the target size while ray-casting will
be slow with small targets and fast with large targets.

H2) The time of selecting a target with SQUAD or EyeSQUAD
will be proportional to the number of distractors in the
virtual environment while the performance of ray-casting
will not be influenced by the distractor density.

H3) EyeSQUAD will outperform ray-casting when number of
distractors is small with respect to speed and accuracy.

H4) EyeSQUAD will outperform SQUAD in all conditions
with respect to speed and accuracy.

H5) SQUAD and EyeSQUAD will have virtually no errors due
to their low requirement of precision while ray-casting
will increase errors with decreasing the target size.

4.1.2 Design
Since individual differences with eye tracking methods is significant
(Goldberg andWichansky, 2003), we used a factorial within-subject
design with repeated measures. There are three independent
variables: technique (ray-casting, SQUAD, EyeSQUAD), target
size (small: radius 0.01 m or 0.26, medium: radius 0.015 m or
0.40+, large: radius 0.04 m or 1.06+), and distractor density
(sparse: 16, medium: 64, dense: 256). This design is thus 3 ×
3 × 3. The dependent variables in the study were time to
complete a task, error rate and subjective ratings of each
technique. Regarding the error, we count any failure during the
selection process as an error. For ray-casting, error is counted when
a wrong object is selected. For EyeSQUAD and SQUAD, an error
occurs when the target is absent from the initial selection sphere or
when selecting a quadrant that does not include the target.

The order of the presentation of technique was counterbalanced
while each of the nine conditions of target size vs. distractor density
was repeated 8 times and presented in random order.

4.2 Apparatus
We used the FOVE head-mounted display (HMD) (weight:
520 g) (FOVE, 2018) which offers a built-in eye tracker. Since
our research required subjects to stand at a fixed point within a
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room tracking space during the experiment, we used the HTC
Vive tracking system, with an incorporated Vive Tracker
(weight: 300 g) onto the FOVE headset and a Vive
Controller for interaction (Figure 4). To achieve that, one
laptop connected with the FOVE headset provides the
display of virtual contents and eye tracking while one
desktop connected to the HTC headset provides headset and
controller tracking.

For the software, the FOVE Unity plugin v1.3.0 was used
driven by FOVE Driver Version 0.13.0 on an ASUS GL502V
Quad-Core Processor (2.8 GHz), 16.0 GB RAM, with NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1070 running Windows 10. An Alienware X51 R3
Edition, with Quad Core Processor (2.7 GHz), 8GB RAM,
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 running Windows 10, was used to
drive the HTC SteamVR plugin v1.2.3 to support the HTC Vive
tracking deviced with 6DOF position and orientation. A local
server was built for supporting real-time data transfer between
the two PCs through UDP. All positional tracking was done by
the HTC Vive Tracker and the Unity application directly applied
the transformations in world coordinates coming through the
socket connection to the camera view. The eye-gaze data was
captured with the FOVE API, and had no relation to the
positional tracking data.

The virtual environment was made with Unity 3D Engine
(version 2017.1) and the scripts were written with C#. All virtual
objects including a target and other distractors were circular,
static and located on the surface of an invisible sphere with a
radius of 2.155 m whose center was the position of the
participant. The user was positioned in the center of this
sphere, which ensured that all objects had the same visual size
from the user’s perspective (Kopper et al., 2011). The target was
chosen within an inner sphere (radius 1.1 m) which ensured the
target fell within the initial field-of-view. The selection bubble
would at most cover constant number of objects (e.g., 16, 64, 256)
in one selection. This ensured a constant number of refinement
steps (e.g., 2, 3, 4) under each target density condition.

Before each selection task, since participant height varied, a
reset session was included to ensure that participants began from
the same position relative to the objects, as the difficulty of a
pointing task is positively correlated with the visual size of the
target and the amplitude of movement to accomplish the task
(Fitts, 1954; Kopper et al., 2010). Participants could take a small
break in the reset session if they needed. During the reset session,

they used the controller or eyes to move a dot into a large circle in
the center of the screen and press the touch pad on the Vive
controller to proceed. Timing only started after the reset session.

4.3 Participants
24 voluntary unpaid participants (12 male, 12 female) were
recruited for the experiment whose age ranged from 21 to
32 years old with a median age of 24 years old. All of the
participants were graduate students except for one, who was a
postdoctoral scholar.

4.4 Procedure
Participants were first welcomed by the experimenter and given
background information of the study. Then participants read and
signed an informed consent form. After that, they were asked to
complete a subset of the Ishihara color blindness test (Birch,
1997) and a background survey online. No participants were
excluded from the experiment due to color blindness.

Participants were emphasized to perform the trials as quickly
as possible while making as few mistakes as they could, giving
priority to making few mistakes. Then the experimenter
explained how to complete the selection task. They were
notified that they should hold the controller with their
dominant hand and could not use the other hand to steady
the controller through all trials. Once the experimenter finished
the explanation of usage of the Vive controller, the participants
were asked to move to the experiment area which was marked by
a dot on the floor of the room-sized tracking space and fitted with
the FOVE HMD. There was also a red starting point in the virtual
environment which was consistent with the starting point in the
real world and would change to green if the participant was close
enough to it (<0.1 m).

Participants then started learning their first technique in a
corresponding training session which tought them how to use the
technique and allowed them to try all nine combinations of target
size and distractor density conditions once. During the training
session, participants would be told to accomplish at least one
correct selection and one error selection to see both results. (For
correct selection, a check mark was displayed. Otherwise a cross
appeared.) After the training session, participants performed the
corresponding experimental condition of the technique which
contained 72 trials with all 9 combinations repeated 8 times in
random order.

FIGURE 4 | One of the authors showing the experimental setup and the FOVE headset (with an HTC Vive tracker) and an HTC Vive Controller.
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Once completed all of these trials, participants filled in a
technique rating questionnaire for the technique they just
performed. All participants accomplished all three techniques
in a specific order that was counterbalanced. After finishing all of
these conditions, they filled a post-study overall performance
questionnaire.

5 RESULTS

We used a repeated-measures multi-variate ANOVA
(MANOVA) model with α � 0.05 to evaluate mean error rate
and average time to complete selection. There are three
independent variables: technique (Ray-casting, SQUAD,
EyeSQUAD), target size (small, medium, large) and distractor
density (sparse, medium, dense).

We checked the statistical power of results to ensure that the
significance of the effect of a factor was not exaggerated. We
accepted significance when power was larger than 0.8, which
indicates “sufficient power to detect effects” (Field, 2013). From
the results, we find that our sample size is enough since sufficient
power were observed in all the results where p< .05. We used the
Bonferroni correction to account for multiple comparisons. The
Bonferroni correction was used to lower the alpha threshold with
respect to the multiple comparisons and avoid spurious positives.

5.1 Mean Error Rate
Overall, technique had a significant effect
(F0.95;2,36 � 97.986, p< .001, power > .999) on the error. As
shown in Figure 5, ray-casting leads a significantly higher
mean error rate of 34.2% compared with the mean error rate
of 0.9% of SQUAD (p< .001) and the mean error rate of 6.2% of
EyeSQUAD (p< .001). SQUAD has a significantly lower mean
error rate than EyeSQUAD (p< .001).

Apart from technique, target size (Figure 6) had a significant
effect on error (F0.95;2,36 � 36.762, p< .001, power > .999) while
distractor density was not significant
(F0.95;2,36 � 0.432, p � .654, power � .112). This shows that the
effect of target size on ray-casting is so significant that even
averaged on overall techniques it is still significant. Performing
pairwise comparisons with the Bonferroni test, large target size
had significant lower error rate than medium target size
(p< .0167) and medium target size had significant lower error
rate than small target size (p< .001). Contrary to target size, the
effect of distractor density is not significant once averaged on
overall techniques.

Furthermore, the interaction of technique and target size
(F0.95;4,72 � 29.874, p< .001, power > .999) had a significant
effect (Figure 7). Consistent with the results of the study of
Kopper et al. (2011), there is a significant effect of target size with
ray-casting. The Bonferroni test indicates that the medium size

FIGURE 5 | Mean error rate with different techniques.

FIGURE 6 | Mean error rate with different target sizes.

FIGURE 7 | The interaction between technique and target size on errors.
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had significantly higher error rate than the large size (p< .0167)
while the small size had significantly higher error rate than the
medium size (p< .001). As expected, however, the target size had
no significant effects on techniques with progressive refinement,
that is, SQUAD (p � .534) and EyeSQUAD (p � .817)
techniques. This is consistent with the latter part of H5, which
states that ray-casting increases errors with smaller targets.

After examining the contribution of target size on the
interaction effect between technique and target size, the
impact of the technique variable can be unveiled blocking by
target size. When the target size was medium and small,
significant differences could be found among these techniques.
SQUAD was significantly more accurate than ray-casting
(p< .001) and EyeSQUAD (p< .0167). EyeSQUAD was
significantly more accurate than ray-casting when target was
medium or small size (p< .001). However, EyeSQUAD was
less accurate than SQUAD regardless of target size because
SQUAD yielded lower error rate also when target was large
(p< .0167). This also contradicts H4, revealing that SQUAD
outperformed EyeSQUAD with respect to precision in all
target sizes. When target was large, although ray-casting also
had higher error rate than the SQUAD (p< .001), there was no
significance found between ray-casting and
EyeSQUAD (p � .143).

The effect of the interaction of technique and distractor
density (F0.95;4,72 � 3.745, p< .0167, power � .854) was found
significant on overall. Examining the interaction of technique
and distractor density when blocking by distractor density, the
Bonferroni test shows that ray-casting had significantly higher
error rate than both SQUAD (p< .001) and EyeSQUAD
(p< .001), and SQUAD was significantly more accurate than
EyeSQUAD (p< .0167) for any distractor density.

When blocking by technique, there was no significant effect
found with either ray-casting or SQUAD. With EyeSQUAD, the
sparse distractor density yielded significantly lower error rate
than medium distractor density (p< .0167), although no other
significant difference was found. This suggests that errors are
more possible to yield when increasing the number of refinement
steps from two to three during selection with EyeSQUAD. In
other words, the quad-menu selection process also had an effect
on the errors which contributes potential amount of system
errors.

A constant amount of error rate could be observed for
EyeSQUAD from the interaction between technique and target
size blocked by technique (Figure 7). This constant amount of
error rate was mainly caused by system aspects such as losing
accuracy of eye tracking with time proceeds, by human aspects
such as losing attention, or by design aspects such as distractions
on the quad-menu. For instance, the accuracy of EyeSQUAD had
been greatly improved from the pilot study to the actual
experiment (17.4–6.2%) due to usability improvement mainly
caused by carefully removing some distractions on the quad-
menu (i.e., moving the distribution of objects away from the
margin of the quadrants on quad-menu to prevent the calculated
point-of-regard from shaking around margins).

Finally, under our experimental settings, no significance was
found in the interaction of technique, target size and distractor

density (F0.95;8,144 � 0.935, p � .492, power � .412). No other
significant differences could be detected on the error rate.

We checked whether there was a significant order effect in the
study which attributed to the completely within-subject
experiment design. As a between-subjects variable, the order
was found not significant in the study on the
error (F0.95;5,18 � 1.915, p � .165, power � .451).

5.2 Average Selection Time
Overall, target size (F0.95;2,36 � 35.768, p< .001, power > .999) and
distractor density (F0.95;2,36 � 67.810, p< .001, power > .999δ) had
significant effects, compared with no significance of technique
(F0.95;2,36 � 2.404, p � .112, power � .437). These suggest the
effect of target size on the selection time of ray-casting and
the effect of distractor density on the speed of progressive
refinement techniques were so significant which were still
significant even averaged on overall.

Delving into the pairwise comparisons of techniques first, the
Bonferroni test suggests that EyeSQUAD had significantly lower
selection speed than SQUAD (p< .0167) although no significant
difference was observed either between ray-casting and SQUAD
(p � .781), or between ray-casting and EyeSQUAD (p � 1.000).

For the target size, the small target size had significantly longer
selection time than the large target size (p< .0167) and the
medium target size (p< .001) by checking the pairwise
comparisons with the Bonferroni test. Besides, the medium
target size had significant longer selection time than the large
target size (p< .0167).

On overall, the distractor density also had significant effect on
time. With increasing the density of distractor in the virtual
environment, the selection time was significantly increased. Since
sparse density had the lowest selection time compared with
medium (p< .001) and dense (p< .001) densities with dense
density being slower than medium density (p< .001).

FIGURE 8 | Interaction between technique and target size on time.
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Examining the interaction of technique and target size
(F0.95;4,72 � 34.545, p< .001, power > .999) yielded a significant
effect. First, the impact of target size on the interaction could
be revealed when blocking by technique (Figure 8). With ray-
casting, the large target size was significantly faster than medium
target size (p< .001) and small target size (p< .001). Ray-casting
had faster speed when target size was medium than when target
was small (p< .0167). However, no significance was observed by
changing the target size in either SQUAD or EyeSQUAD. These
confirm H1.

Furthermore, we evaluated the interaction effect between
technique and target size, blocked by target size. Under large
target size condition, ray-casting was significantly faster than
SQUAD (p< .001) and EyeSQUAD (p< .001), and SQUAD was
faster than EyeSQUAD (p< .0167). When target was small,
SQUAD was significantly faster than ray-casting (p< .0167)
while no significant difference was found either between ray-
casting and EyeSQUAD (p � .100) or between SQUAD and
EyeSQUAD (p � .021). No significant difference was found
when target was medium. This indicates that ray-casting
outperformed two other techniques with respect to selection
speed only when the target was large, and SQUAD
outperformed ray-casting when the target was small. Since
SQUAD was faster than EyeSQUAD when target was large,
H4 is weakened.

At first glance, the interaction of technique and density
(F0.95;4,72 � 15.487, p< .001, power > .999) also shows a
significant effect on time overall. When we delved into details
of the interaction, significant differences could be found for
SQUAD and EyeSQUAD under different distractor density
scenarios when blocking by technique (Figure 9). For
SQUAD, sparse distractor density yielded significantly less
average selection time than medium distractor density
(p< .001). Also, medium distractor density had significantly

less average selection time than dense distractor density
(p< .001). Similarly, for EyeSQUAD, significant differences
could be found among different distractor density conditions
(sparse and medium (p< .001), medium and dense (p< .0167),
dense and sparse (p< .001)). This coincides with H2 that the
selection time of techniques based on progressive refinement
(i.e., SQUAD and EyeSQUAD) depends on the density of
distractor in the environment which directly related to the
number of selection steps. Besides, as expected, the distractor
density had no significant effect on selection time when using ray-
casting which also supports H2.

Moreover, blocking by distractor density, we can evaluate
the importance of technique on its interaction with distractor
density. In any distractor density, no significant difference of
selection speed could be observed between ray-casting and
EyeSQUAD (sparse: p � .087, medium: p � .751, dense:
p � .139). However, significance was found when looking
into other pairwise comparisons. When the distractor
density was sparse, ray-casting was significantly slower than
SQUAD (p< .0167) although no significance was observed
between SQUAD and EyeSQUAD (p � .032). Furthermore,
SQUAD was significantly faster than EyeSQUAD when
distractor density was medium (p< .0167) and dense
(p< .0167). This indicates that significantly more time was
spent on the quad-menu refinement process when using the
EyeSQUAD compared with SQUAD. Previous results of error
demonstrated that the SQUAD was more accurate than
EyeSQUAD in any distractor density. The nature of varying
the distractor density is actually changing the refinement steps.
Hence, the impact of the quad-menu selection process needs to
be examined for explaining the differences of performance
between EyeSQUAD and SQUAD. Since the essential
difference between EyeSQUAD and SQUAD in the quad-
menu process is whether using a hand-control metaphor or
an eye tracking metaphor, eye tracking technology from both
system and human aspects could contribute to the differences
in performance.

No significance was found in the interaction of technique, target
size and distractor density (F0.95;8,144 � .764, p � .636, power � .335).
However, significance could be observed that ray-casting was faster
than SQUAD (p< .001) and EyeSQUAD (p< .001) when target
size was large and distractor density was dense. On the contrary,
when target size was small and distractor density was sparse,
SQUAD was faster than ray-casting (p< .0167) though no
significant difference was found between ray-casting and
EyeSQUAD (p � .026).

Under our experimental settings, no other significance of
interactions was found. The order was found also not significant
in the study on the time (F0.95;5,18 � 2.426, p � .097, power � .558).

5.3 User Preference
All 24 participants were asked to complete a post-study survey
which was an overall performance questionnaire. Among all
participants, 15 participants preferred SQUAD and eight
participants favored EyeSQUAD, while only one participant
would choose ray-casting if needed to perform additional
selection tasks.

FIGURE 9 | Interaction between technique and distractor density
on time.
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All participants rated each technique based on levels of one–7
(1 to be very bad, seven to be very good) right after they had
finished all trials of each technique. We performed a one-way
repeated measure ANOVA on the ratings. The effect of technique
was found significant (F0.95;2,36 � 47.502, p< .001, power > .999)
though the effect of order was found insignificant
(F0.95;5,18 � 1.039, p � .425, power � .285). The mean ratings for
ray-casting is 2.75 which was lower compared with 5.92 of
SQUAD (p< .001) and 5.33 of EyeSQUAD (p< .001) with the
Bonferroni test. However, no significant difference was found
between SQUAD and EyeSQUAD (p � .408) which suggests that
participants had similar favors for SQUAD and EyeSQUAD.
These ratings coincide with the above overall preference of
techniques which SQUAD led the favors and ray-casting was
least preferable while from rating perspective, EyeSQUAD and
SQUAD had similar preferences. Collecting oral feedbacks after
the experiments, we found that many participants preferred
SQUAD instead of EyeSQUAD since they were more familiar
with distal pointing tasks. For example, most individuals had
been using remote controllers such as a TV controller since
childhood. In contrast, eye tracking interaction was novel to
all of them. Several participants found that with EyeSQUAD, they
could free their hands rather than always holding a controller and
positioning it with certain gestures which causing hand and arm
fatigue, and hence they preferred EyeSQUAD. Although controlling
with eye movements was unfamiliar, many participants said that
they were eager to explore eye tracking techniques for not only
selection but also more interaction techniques.

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Error Rates
The results verified H3, with EyeSQUAD outperforming ray-
casting in all conditions with respect to error. However, the
results contradict H4 since SQUAD had higher accuracy and
faster selection speed than EyeSQUAD on overall.

The error rate of ray-casting greatly increased with decreasing
the target size and SQUAD almost yields no errors (0.9% error
rate), which is consistentwith H5. However, the error rate of
EyeSQUAD was not negligible. We can list several reasons why
the error rate of EyeSQUAD was unexpectedly high.

First, unlike holding a controller with the hand like with
SQUAD, EyeSQUAD requires users to fixate at certain parts
of the screen when pressing the button on the controller during
the quad-menu refinement process, otherwise a wrong part can
be easily selected if the user blinks or looks away during pressing
the button. Participants subconsciously looked away from the
fixation point when they were aware of incoming visual changes.
Results indicate that the performance of EyeSQUAD was
weakened with increasing the refinement steps on the quad-
menu. Many involuntary eye movements usually can be involved
especially when the user loses attention. This problem could be
avoided if certain number of frames (e.g., 100 frames) were used
ahead of getting selection commands and choosing the quadrant
part with highest score rather than the part where the point-of-
regard locates immediately when the user is pressing the button.

This way, the sensitivity of quad-menu selection could be greatly
lowered, providing a more user-friendly experience.

Secondly, apart from the design aspect, human aspects such as
amblyopia (lazy eyes) and dominant eyes (Porac and Coren,
1976) also need to be taken into consideration when
implementing eye tracking techniques. EyeSQUAD currently
takes equal weights for data of left eye and right eye to
calculate the point-of-regard that mapped in three-
dimensional space. Redistributing the weights for left eye and
right eye according to user’s dominance of eyes (amblyopia would
be the extreme case) could be a good choice for enhancing
stability and accuracy of EyeSQUAD interactions.

Thirdly, the eye tracking stability and accuracy from the
hardware could be potential factors that limited the
performance of EyeSQUAD. Since we noticed several
participants encountered different extents of inaccuracy of eye
tracking especially after running the device for a period of time
even without any movements of the headset. This could be caused
by the weight of the FOVE headset mounted with a Vive tracker
with total weight of 820 g. These aspects should be further
checked before we are able to make definitive conclusions.

6.2 Selection Time
Our first hypothesis was verified, as the selection time of both
SQUAD and EyeSQUADwas found not affected by the target size
while ray-casting was slower with small targets and faster with
large targets. The study results also verified H2, with the selection
time of ray-casting being independent of the distractor density
while the time of target selection with SQUAD or EyeSQUAD
was proportional to the number of distractors.

With respect to selection time, our fourth hypothesis (H4) was
not verified. Contrary to our prediction, SQUAD was verified to
be faster than EyeSquad. Our original hypothesis is that the eye-
tracking based technique would be faster, as gaze moves faster
than the hand. However, we believe technical limitations of the
hardware we were using hindered the speed of selection.

We also posit that human human and design factors may have
played an unforseen role in the selection time with EyeSQUAD.
Participants may need to be more careful when using
EyeSQUAD, which could cause longer selection time than we
expected. We believe the selection time in EyeSQUAD can also be
improved if more attention is paid to these aspects especially the
error-tolerant rate of the technique encapsulated in the design
which can narrow down the barriers of using the technique while
at the same time improving performance.

6.3 General Discussion
Although not a focus of the study, the Design of EyeSQUAD
allows for the accurate eye-based selection with low required
precision of single, sparse targets. In that case, the selection
becomes immediate and the only object inside the sphere gets
selected, with no need for refinement phases (similar to what
cone-casting would achieve). In situations where only a few
targets occur inside the selection sphere, in its current design,
EyeSQUAD would still require a single refinement phase, and
improvements to its design could be sought to allow for a more
fluid selection in those situations.
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Our study offered a high level of experimental control, which
enabled the objective comparison of the techniques with respect to
selection time and error rate. We made a conscious decision of
control over ecological validity. We acknowledge that there will be
other factors at play in realistic situations, where targets may not be
as salient as they were in our study. In these situations, there will
necessarily be tasks that will be influenced by variables outside the
ones that we studies. For example, cognitive overload can certainly
play a role depending on the types of candidate targets in realistic
scenarios. We leave these explorations for future research.

All in all, we believe EyeSQUAD to be a marked improvement
for usable selection with eye tracking in VR. Although
EyeSQUAD could not outperform SQUAD on accuracy or
speed, the results were very positive. We have demonstrated
that eye tracking with progressive refinement is a viable choice
for usable interaction in virtual environments. By carefully paying
attention to several aspects such as system, design, human factors
and eye tracking technology itself, we believe the performance of
EyeSQUAD could be further improved greatly. For example, just
by rearranging the display of objects in the quad-menu
refinement phases, we were able to reduce the error rates from
17.4% in the pilot study to 6.2% in the formal experiment.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The work presented in this paper is the first attempt at coupling
eye tracking with progressive refinement interaction techniques
in virtual reality. There are many limitations that should be noted
and addressed in future research.

An early decision in the design of EyeSQUAD was to use a
hand-controlled button to indicate selection. We understand
that this is a major issue, as it ultimately renders the technique
as not hands-free. However, the main focus of our research was to
investigate eye-based control with progressive refinement, without
potential issues with hands-free triggering mechanisms. Future
work should certainly investigate usable hands-free means to
trigger actions with EyeSQUAD. Probably, eye fixation to
trigger selection may not be a good choice due to high latency
and the “Midas touch” problem.We have started considering a few
options that may prove more usable. For example, a tongue click
sound or head nod may be good choices since the movements of
eyes and head are decoupled.

As with SQUAD, the out-of-context selection design makes it
difficult to select identical objects in different configurations since
the spatial information of all candidate objects is ignored once the
objects are arranged on the quad-menu. Moreover, scale and
other object attributes may be lost once they are on the quad-
menu. Candidate targets displayed in refinement phases also
results in visual search within each quadrant at every
refinement phase, as the new candidate targets distribution is
random. This can take a performance toll itself, as with many
objects in the initial phase, the search time could be significant. In
order to leverage spatial memory of the target location, a future
iteration of EyeSQUAD could maintain the spatial relationship
among objects in the quad-menu across refinement phases.
Although spheres with a distinct target were in the experiment

for visual consistency from any viewpoints, these limitations
should be considered when implementing EyeSQUAD in
realistic situations. Bacim et al. (Bacim et al., 2013) have
implemented a number of in-context hand-based progressive
refinement techniques. Exploring them with eye-tracking based
interaction could lead to even more benefits.

Another limitation deals with system aspects in our
experimental environment. The FOVE HMD has reasonably
basic eye tracking cameras, which may have led to more
difficult calibration and overall lower accuracy. Future work
should consider using newer eye-tracking hardware, such as the
HTC Vive Pro Eye (2021), which incorporates higher-quality eye
tracking using Tobii (2021) technology. EyeSQUAD ran at a
relatively low framerate (around 60–80 and 44 Hz in the worst
case) as compared to SQUAD and ray-casting (around
80–100 Hz). However unfortunate as an experimental confound,
this limitation further proves the case for EyeSQUAD, as even
running at a lower frame rate, it had better performance than ray-
casting and relatively low error rates. Besides faster computers,
running the target approximation in a thread less often than every
framemay improve frame rates while not affecting performance, as
saccadic movements happen at a much lower rate.

Finally, mismatches between the position of the convergence
point from the recorded eye rays and the physical position of
point-of-regard would appear after running the system for
sometime or immediately after moving the HMD in relation
to the head. However, the calculated point-of-regard was accurate
and stable when mapped in a 2D plane which was orthogonal to
the user (e.g., the quad-menu). Hence, one possible method to
optimize the performance of the technique in 3D could be
separating the depth control from the technique like the depth
ray idea by Vanacken et al. (Vanacken et al., 2007) and
determining the depth by other user data such as pupil size
and extent of squinting. By this way, the point-of-regard can be
cast onto an invisible plane which is orthogonal to the user and is
changed with the extent of squinting or pupil size.

8 CONCLUSION

We designed a novel eye tracking selection technique with progressive
refinement–Eye-controlled Sphere-casting refined by QUAD-menu
(EyeSQUAD). An approximation method was designed to stabilize
the calculated point-of-regard and a space partitioning method was
used to improve computation. A user studywas performed to examine
the performance of the EyeSQUADselection technique in comparison
to two previous selection techniques under different target size and
distractor density conditions.

EyeSQUAD achieved similar selection speed as ray-casting and
SQUAD, and was more accurate than ray-casting when selecting
small targets. Even though EyeSQUAD was less accurate than
SQUAD, it still showed acceptable time and accuracy performance.
Further, more careful design could improve its usability, as
evidenced by one iteration of pilot testing, where errors were
reduced from a rate of 17.4% to a rate of 6.2%. Additionally,
this error rate is lower than previous eye tracking-based selection
techniques (Miniotas et al., 2004; Ashmore et al., 2005; Kumar
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et al., 2007; Khamis et al., 2018). In fact, this is the lowest error rate
for eye tracking selection we could find.

In summary, we provided a new selection technique using eye
tracking. With selection by progressive refinement, this new
technique could obtain better accuracy and precision than
standard ray-casting technique when targets were small.
Additionally, transferring some workload from hands to eyes, we
surprisingly found that similar performance could be achieved via
selectionwith eyemovements asmanual control evenwith consumer
eye tracking devices. This indicates that implementing eye tracking
into human-computer interaction techniques is available and
possible to achieve similar performance as typical manual controls.

Finally, there is an incredible potential to eye tracking-based
progressive refinement interaction techniques for assistive
technologies. In this study we have shown that it is possible to
design usable techniques with affordable eye trackers, and the
application of these techniques for users with mobility
impairments can make VR more inclusive and universal.
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